The Operations

section

5-3

Generally the contingent has been a quiet one, although operations have been carried out by the parties in
the area, forcing the battalion to maintain a high degree of alertness at all times. The battalion has performed
both efficiently and professionally, at all leveis. Operatively speaking, the absorbtion of an Estonian coy in
the battalion in the very beginning of the contingent, replacing the Norwegian Coy B, offered a great deal of
challenge. However, all preliminary doubt as to the standard of the Estionian Coy's performance vanished
very quickly. The exellent line of communication was partly due to Estonia's own officer of the 5-3 section, 1
lt Vaabel, as well as lO officers Capt Thon and Lt Granhein. In particular, I would like to emphasize the
mellow atmosphere that existed within the section; the sharp sense of humour, comradeship and, of course,
the quality of the work that each officer produced. "Uncle lauritz" did his best to remain in control of the
"raging war", ongoing operational projects as well as Iife within the sections itself. Keeping track of internal
events within the section at times required as much diplomacy as in that of the battalion's external events.
Especially so, upon the return of the young ones in wake of adventurous R&R's in parts of the world ranging
from Norway to Rio De Janeiro to Cuba to Cairo.
The Duty Officer assistants Geir Almedal, Kenneth Laugen, Dag Næss, Petter Helle, Einar Brøske and Arne
Hårsvær were formally a part of HQ Coy, but nevertheless a natural part of the BN-OP5. Their skills and
reliability were essential to the good work at the OP5.
I would like to express my gratitude to all members of the section, as well as the OP5-assistants, for the time
spent together and the good work produced. Good luck and, hopefully, we can get together one day and talk
about good old days.

The Log;st;c sect;on

5-4

Our main task is to provide for whatever the troops need to fulfill Norbatt's mandate. Needless to say, this
demands a versatile approach from all the various units - PX, Post, Pay, Accountant and Quartermaster.
These professionals are alliocated in 4-1 Log Base "Steinmyra" - while the Section Head and his assistants
- captain Ole Per Kvernes and first lieutenant Thomas Boltovsky - reside in 4-2 Headquarters "Falkehøyden".
Staff-officer no. 4, major Inge Laukslett is responsible for supply and maintenance of the entity of
Norbatt's equipment - in dose cooperation with all the specialists in the Headquarters company ..
The logistic "sparring partner's" are located in UNIFIL HQ - Naqoura and in Norway. The physical
distance must be overcome by hard work to create the dose contact substancial to bring whatever needed
to our door-step. We supply everything - from brand new matches to used APC's!
Post & Pay used to hold the Fort Knox in Ebl esSaqi, but as of this Contingent has moved into their new
"Pengebingen" - the MoneyBin - centrally located inside the main gate in 4-lLB, just next to the PX.
Manning Norbatt Field Post office are captain Nils-Harald Steinsvik, 1. lieutenant Ingar Romslo og 2. lt
Svein Larsen. Paymaster capt Arve Rovik is assisted by 2. lt Arve Nerås.
The Quartermaster captain Erling Bruvik serves the troops from his Warehouse crammed with personal
issue and artides of consumption. Captain Vidar Johansen and his assistant Ilt Ingunn Ekholm account for
all equipment issued to Norbatt through the ages - and would be the ones who did the paper work in case
you lost some military issue.
The Norbatt PX would still be a main welfare attraction for our soldiers - from liquorice to hngerie or
"Snus" snuff to stereo - your wish is our command, says capt Rolf Beckmann and 2. lt Henrik Sigve.
Logistic is really the place to be - both socially and professionally - we share a good laugh and do our
best to provide the best service for all Norbatt personneI.
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5-5

The Legal adviser

Legal

Adviser

Maj Tofte Larsen with most of the loeal staff.

-

LEGAL ADVICE FOR CO NORBATT AND OTHER SECTION COMMANDERS
LIAISON SERVICE TOWARDS CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES
CONTACT WITH NORWEGIAN EMBASSIES IN DAMASCUS & TEL-AVIV
PROFESSIONAL ADVISER FOR MILITARY POLICE
SUPERVISOR FOR CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES
PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION ON BEHALF OF THE HUMANITARIAN
COMMITTEE

- CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF INQUIRY
- REAL ESTATE ADMINISTRATION

Capt Knutsen negotiating with loeallandowners.
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Reeeiving humorous claim warning from eoy A.

HQCoyCC
we shall look back upon with the
Many happenings occur in a coy
greatest pride is that we have fulfilthat consists of many different perled our assignment, according to the
sonal characters, distributed on semandate which the UNIFIL and
veral positions within the area of
NORBATT have in this area, and
operation. That is from the "starwe have done this following the
ving" Pioneers who ate from their
motto we chose in Norway:
emergency-rations after only 10 minutes in shelter, to the two members
Major O. A Anker Rash.
of the Transport-platoon,
who
STYLE - SERVICE - SOLIDARlTY
couldn' t keep their time after some
pleasurable evening excesses, and risked climbing the position fence even though they Last but not the least is the fact that every member
could have been taken as intruders and shot. Or as of contingent XXXVII and XXXVIII can return to
the Pioneer who, during his 60-hours in Israel, sud- Norway, enriched by experience and maybe by doldenly experienced acute home-sickness, and came lars.
Pinally I would like to thank each one of you for
to Metulla-gate at midnight in order to pass on the
the
great effort you have made in our coy. It is no
way home to Norbatt.
This is just a few of those events during the con- big deal to be in charge of soldiers who prove their
tingent, which at the moment they occurred seerned competence like you have done.
desperately serious but in the future will be rememThank you for your effort and best wishes for the
bered with a smile. Many other situations happen
during a period like this in our area. However, what future, wherever it may be.

Ole A Anker Rasch
Major
HQ Coy Commander

The CCis also in need ofrecreation

...

... but is also operational if need be.
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Office huntera
Company staft
What is worth saying about a Company staff that has
not been said before? Most people think they know
everything abo.ut us, but you don't!
Things you never knew about us:
- The company commander always had a box of
bisquits stuffed under his bed
- The Adm.Off ate over 50 Snickers every week
- The coy adjutant never ate breakfast
- The Adm. Ass really were mad

\

We all wish to thank you for the past contingent. It's
been nice and we hope to see some of you sometime later.

I
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Body language •. ??1
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"You can run, but you can't hide"
The Military Police have many
different tasks, including:

\

-

In charge of the guard at 4-2 HQ.
Assisting in border cross ing at MetuZZa
Searching / checking luggage
Teaching
Weapon handover
Escort
Misc. controls

- Investigation
- Emergency alarms

f
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capt. It.
basicly with
now shaved).
with a lot of
and humour.
As deputy commander we have
It. Håvard Malmedal, a small guy
with big ambitions. He also fun
tions as the platoon comm
~hen Asgeir is away, we therefor~ call him "fungus" (in Norwegian it also means mushroom).
The doctors are: ass. bn-doctor
maj. Olav Kjeriand.
If you didn't know him you maybe would
have used the word
"r,
""
8ti8ent,:"
, ded. He also have
to forget the res
this {en
of us, but o he inside he hides
a man of st I contro!. He got
the nickname
torOlav because he always ca
a Motorola.
Emergency doctor is capt. Ellen
C. Tveter, she is really beaming
with joy and is l'ilways happy.
When she wantslQ relax she
playes trumpet, we
tefull for her using our
isulflted shelter.
The nurses are It. Else Haneseth,
witch is the clinnurse. In addition to most of the responsibility

"Play-sergeant"

Kjærvoll with TFM. Of ten heard; "F ... off!".

Oppen and Langballe in action! Does it come in order
this time, I wonder? Often heard on leave: Off-roaders
or F .... TRM-shit .... "

AMR -hunters infront of new aggregate units. From left:
Lynghamar, Lund, Ystad, Johansen, Lydersen, Eraker,
Sætern and Johansen. Often heard: "What happens ... ?"

Corp Karlsen and 2nd Lt Rambraut. Karlsen is forced
to listen to the boss ... Often heard: "ZZZZZZ".

Lt Holmberg with his slave; Corp Olsen. Often heard: "We
don 't have any left ... ". "Where is the ping pong ball now?".

I
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Everyday duty here in Lebanon removes the difference
between weekends and workdays. Whether it's Christmas
evening or an ordinary Monday, there's always some need
for transportation. Our team transports bits and pieces all
over south-Lebanon and to Israel. Our drivers are widely
known for their driving. We always participate in the
Chebaa-march. As drivers, of course.

•

...

•

E.Sandland
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4-26 HQ

The heart, brain and spine of First platoon, A coy is in
Kaoukaba, just about "lefselig" close to Melhem & Samih's
restaurant. The two of them has provided tons of "lefse",
cinnamon tea and Al Maza (against coughing) to HQ and
other Norbatt pos. during contingent 38.
The Staff home is located in a
really solid (?) old brick-house,
housing the Høvding and his
Deputy-høvding together with
their 8 good helpers. If these
actually work or are merely employed is still to be argued, but
anyway "The stab rules at 4-26
HQ". Added to this will at all
times be a rifle squad to man
4-26 CP.
The three vehicles serving First platoon are rolling from
their base here on their patrols, tailing, AlS or food supply
routes. 1st plt are dependant up on their cars!!
HQ has witnessed a desperately needed face-lift during this
contingent - the riflemen enjoy a new toilet-prefab, and
we've finally made a shelter in the kitchen; "Skrotnissen"
has "added armour" to doors and vindows. The "Arnold"chamber has also been "lifted" aestethically, resulting in
more iron-pumping from the inhabitants.
On the roof we run all our big platoon operations from the
OPS centre. And there's a direct line to Melhem frequently
in use. In case of visitors from outside we serve delicacies
from our own fruit-garden. Take care of 4-26 HQ in order to
make it the e\ær lasting base camp for First platoon!
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4-26 CP
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4-25 Camp
The rifle squad camp (nick-named flea-camp "loppeleir") is probably the greatest poirit of gathering for
well-trained and sophisticated Norwegian UN-soldiers. Two rifle squads, one
position assistant and a doghandler are serving in the
camp, counting 22 in all.
Loppa bar is THE Place, if
you are up to UN -soldiers
discussing todays mishaps
or watching dubious TVprograms.
The squads primary tasks
are duty in 4-25 CP and patrol in the Bourghoz area.
We also enjoy the service in our small OP, dechiffering messages on a pre tty "difficult" radio. The po-

sitive part of the "shut down" OP-duty is however
that this is the place where we fin d an occasion for
philosophic contemplation, writing letters to dear
ones or do just what we wanna do, sort of. Our camp assistant should also be mentioned, as he provides the
food, the diesel and electricity; the bare necessities of
life as a UN-soldier. A pretty
cool fellow, but he keeps
getting upset over us using
too much toilet-paper...
Anyway - a new prefab for
sanitary purposes has recently
been installed, indicating that the camp's still a part
of Norbatt's future plans.

4-25 CP
4-25 CP is just a stone's throw away from 4-25
Squad Camp. From here we control all traffic
between the Main road and 3rd platoons area.
Our main tasks is to make sure that DFF personnel hand in their guns when dep arting the
Main road, that the GSS is tailed whenever in
the area and finally that any civilian leaves his
Kalashnikov at home ...
Significant features of the CP is petty driving
to and fro, Melhem-food, Tetris gaming and
plenty of time to think about post-peacekeeping life.
Whenever rain drops the guardsmans shelter is
transforrned into an aquarium with drowned
mice and frogs performing medley and crawl...
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4·20 HQ
Norbatt's finest
po~
.-------

4-20 HQ, a day in February.

It rises above and is well known for the Litani-peacekeepers fierce kicking and push-ups at the daily parole.
Guest from afar have made pilgrimage to observe the phenomenon. Visitors who have dared to enter the
cellar and been unlucky enough to slam the door have experienced another phenomenon; the sound of
silence. Respecting the sleep of those who have been on night duty is a holy principle, which is emphasized
no matter which rank the poor sinner represents.
The Contingent began with several shelter alarms. There were also some firing dose at 4-20 OP. ENOUGH
OF THAT! Some civilians in Blate found it hysterically funny to shoot with small arms in the village,
which caused us to confiscate a shotgun. Paint was miraculously extracted from the system which led to an
intensive activity, training the soldiers in house painting. As if that isn't enough, we experienced the driest
winter in local history, when it comes to rain. Snow, however, fell several times and we felt unusually
privileg ed to be sunburnt in February.

4-20 HQ, viewfrom East. Blate originally means "castle" in Arabic.
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Mortar HE impact West of 4-22 CP: SHELTER, SHELTER, SHELTER.

Contingent 38 was also the time when IDF rediscovered our dear village. They visited frequently and every
time we did our best to disturb their activity. Especially amusing was the time they gave a notice that they
would make an operation and we were laying waiting for them. In spite of the mild chaos which 70 pairs of
arms and legs created, the boys in Blate, with some support from CMR Coy A and B, managed to spoil their
ransacking day inside AG.
In other matters the contingent has passed in peace without any major incidents. When this is written we are
only halfway so it must be read with an addition of some kilos of salt.
The authors believe that the majority of the Blate Group members have thrived and willlook back at this
period in time with some longing back. Thank you all for your contributions which made the platoon what
it became. I hope you have found the experience worthwhile.
PEACE BE WITH YOU!

4-20 OP_and another fantastie sunset.
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